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INTRODUCTION
When we set a health and fitness goal for ourselves, it is always created with the intention of 
reaching it. It is usually derived from a need we have within and a genuine desire to feel and be 
different.  

But health and fitness orientated goals can be a little tricky. There are numerous opportunities 
for us to fall off the wagon, lose interest and become completely overwhelmed by the level of 
discipline that it may take.

So here are 7 of my most helpful tips to keep you goal focused, motivated and on track to reaching 
those milestones you long for.

Enjoy!

Justine xox
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STOP SKIPPING MEALS!
Fewer meals does not mean fewer calories or weight loss for that matter. In fact whenever you 
skip a meal, you will have a tendency to make less favourable choices and over eat when you 
eventually get that food in front of your face. It’s kind of like ‘throwing caution to the wind’ 
because your hunger hormones and starved brain responses are telling you to eat ANYTHING 
AND EVERYTHING within reach.

From a scientific point of view, by skipping meals your body does a couple of unfavorable things.

1. The hub of our reactions, the brain, thinks that food is now hard to come by just like in 
the  days of cavemen where the next feed was not guaranteed. It then indicates to your 
metabolism  to slow down so that you’re not using up all of its useful fat stores. Not ideal 
really is it? That’s  EXACTLY what we want to be using as our energy.

I’M FAT, IT’S TIME TO STARVE MYSELF!TIP 1
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2. Skipping meals causes hormonal changes to your body. In turn it can cause your blood 
sugar  levels to drop and leave you feeling lousy.

3. Food is the body’s energy source. Without food, we have no energy. So even the smallest  
of feats can feel like you are climbing Mount Everest. Bed always feels like a good option.

4. Have you ever heard of the term ‘HANGRY‘ ? Yes, this is the term used for being hungry and  
angry and really, not all that pleasant to be around. It’s those times where someone can  
glance at you the wrong way and you launch at him or her like they are stealing your only   
child.

So inadvertently, all that agony of holding off for food and living in a brain fog was not really worth 
it after all. Eat regular portion sized meals that comply with the parameters of your planned 
nutrition and training program.

It’s just not worth it!
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Lack of preparation will destroy you! Well, maybe not you but definitely your nutrition game!

Based on the fact that the previous tip was about ‘skipping meals’ I thought it pertinent to have 
the following one as ‘planning meals’.

Now I know you are all saying, “I don’t have time!”  Well I would disagree. If you have time to 
cry over the kilograms that you have inherited and are NOT LOSING, then you have time to be 
prepared.  

10 minutes of planning

30 minutes of shopping

1 hour of cooking

FAIL TO PLAN, PLAN TO FAILTIP 2
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OR ALTERNATIVELY
Outsource to a reputable meal distribution company.

But seriously, to get you even moderately prepared for your week, that is all it really takes. It’s not 
complicated, it’s simple. But it’s so important. 

Let’s look at why.

BETTER-REGULATED NUTRITION
When you are planning and preparing your meals, you know EXACTLY what is going into them 
including their weight and any additives like sauces or oils. You have the ability to tailor these to 
your set macros and ensure that they are providing you with the balance of foods you need to 
meet your goals. There is no guessing!

ACCOUNTABILITY
Having a meal cooked, prepared and in front of you is going to safe guard you from buying 
something that you shouldn’t necessarily have. You will be less inclined to reach for the ‘all you 
can eat’ Chinese buffet in the food court and more likely to sit down quietly in your lunch room 
with your own home cooked delicious meals.

IT SAVES YOU MONEY
Buying your food from the grocery store and cooking in bulk is going to keep your hard earned 
dollars in YOUR pocket. Those lazy days where you couldn’t be bothered bringing anything from 
home can easily add up to hundreds of dollars per week. I can think of better places to spend that 
money, can’t you?

MORE TIME ON YOUR HANDS
Yes, more time for the important things. Like training! And of course spending time with your 
family, friends or fitting in those odd jobs that fill your days to the brim.

At the end of the day having a meal pre-prepared means less skipping of meals and in turn less 
likelihood of poor choices and over eating. 

Avoid the battles with your Will Power. You are not superhuman and cannot expect to win every 
time.
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There’s a work function coming up, a wedding next weekend, your best friend’s birthday dinner 
and your husband is dying to get you out by yourself for a quiet meal for 2.  

But I’m on a diet, I can’t! 

Although the prospect of entering the social arena and keeping your goals in check seem like a 
battle that you may never win, you would be surprised how having a basic plan can make things 
a lot less painful for you. 

HAVE A PLAN AND STICK TO IT!
If you are allowing yourself just one treat, then allow it to be and be okay with that. But 1 treat 
only! If you have set yourself a limit of 2 glasses of wine, then make sure it is 2 glasses of wine 
only (the lighter the coloured alcohol, the least calorie laden). Or if you have joined the ‘dry-band 
wagon’ with me, and you are not going to be drinking alcohol, pull out the water bottle as soon 
as you arrive and don’t allow yourself to give in to the waiter that is constantly asking you if you 
would like a champagne.  

TO SOCIALISE OR NOT SOCIALISE?TIP 3
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BE THE DESIGNATED DRIVER
This completely alleviates your ability to drink alcohol on the occasion as you are now responsible 
for the safety of others. End of story.

DON’T SET YOURSELF UP NEXT TO THE BUFFET 
TABLE
Seriously, this just then becomes a torturous affair. Find a non-food area of the venue and set 
yourself up there. Engaging in conversation other than what is on the menu will distract you from 
what is going on around you.

DON’T PICK, GET A PLATE
If your function is all about finger food, then you could be in a world of trouble UNLESS, you 
politely ask for a plate. This way you are able to monitor what you are eating and keep yourself 
in check. Because at the end of the night the calculations of how many crackers you did or didn’t 
eat may become a little blurred. 

DRINK LOTS AND LOTS OF WATER!
Not only is this going to keep you feeling fuller, it is going to assist you with your overall health 
and weight loss goals. And if you are usually an alcohol drinker, having a glass in hand will make 
you feel more comfortable and familiar when socialising.  

But honestly, if you think that some of these functions just might tip you over the edge and that 
is something you don’t want to happen, then there is nothing wrong with not going. Sure there 
are situations where a decline of invitation may not be appropriate, but sometimes I believe that 
you may just need to go into ‘self-protect’ mode and not attend at all. 

When I stopped drinking initially, social events were extremely hard for me. I also found I was 
much better with breakfast dates than I was dinner dates. Less temptation and less stress.  

Do what works for you.
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PROGRESS IS PROGRESSTIP 4
A weight loss program has many different phases. There will be weeks where the results are loud 
and clear and you will be smashing those selfies and feeling like a million dollars. Then there will 
be other weeks where the measurements are not moving, in fact you think they have gone up, 
and you’re beginning to ask yourself whether it is all worth it. 

TAKE PROGRESS PICS AND MEASUREMENTS
Even if these are for your own viewing, it is important that when you are starting to feel halted in 
your journey that you look back at where you have come from and visually review the differences. 
Sometimes the mirror does not tell us the same story as our clothes or photographs. The scales 
will also fluctuate with our hormones and often put us off kilter.
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STICK TO THE PLAN
This is the time when you are going to be most vulnerable to throwing caution to the wind and 
saying, “stuff it, I’m never going to get to where I want to be anyway”. Plan your meals, go to the 
gym, and count your macros just as you would any other week. Weight loss is not linear, it will 
move up and down.

CHANGE UP YOUR TRAINING PROGRAM
If you’ve been working from the same training program for months, it might be time for a change. 
Not only to shake the body up a little, but psychologically we all need something fresh from time 
to time. This may mean changing exercises all together, or if you are happy with the program you 
have, increase the weights or reps and set yourself little challenges.

LOOK AT THE BIG PICTURE
I am sure that when you look in the mirror you are only seeing the aesthetic changes you have 
made, but really, it’s so much bigger than that. Think about how you have changed as a person, 
the positive influence you now are for your family and friends, how much stronger you are in 
character and how much more resilient and happy you’ve become since you started this journey.

WALK THAT FEELING OFF
When you are feeling defeated, put your runners on and walk that feeling off. It doesn’t have to 
be a marathon run, it can simply be a walk in the park, down the beach or around the block.  But 
once you start moving, and particularly with nature, that flat line you were experiencing suddenly 
becomes a lot lighter.

A health and weight loss journey is so much bigger than a smaller waist.
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PROGRESS IS PROGRESSTIP 5
The benefits of having a training partner are endless. Let’s talk about why.

WORKOUTS BECOME FUN
Working out with your girlfriend becomes ‘fit therapy’. Whilst you are achieving that calorie burn 
you are also able to let off steam about what is going on in your life and potentially sharing a laugh 
or two. No topic is usually off limits, in fact usually some of your best-kept secrets become ‘fit 
fodder’ when pushed to your limits physically.

MOTIVATION AND SUPPORT
Training on your own can sometimes be lonely. Even worse, when it is just you pushing you, the 
level of execution you pull off on the track or gym floor will be somewhat different to what you 
would achieve with someone spurring you on to go harder, faster or heavier. A good training 
partner will encourage you to push those extra 2 reps out when you would have already given up.
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COMPETITION PUSHES YOU HARDER
Even at times when we feel like we are not in this game to ‘compete’ as such, watching your 
training partner smash out something spectacular whilst you are one step behind them will 
certainly get your competitive juices flowing. No one likes to look as if they are coming second 
or not being the one ahead. This is often enough motivation for you to step up your game and 
commit yourself further than what you had previously planned on doing.

THE FORM POLICE
Training buddies can become great eyes for errors or slight slackness in form. Whether it be 
weight training, running, swimming or even rock climbing. Having another party observing your 
movement cannot only help you achieve better results, it can potentially prevent you from injury.

YOU’LL SHOW UP!!!
This is my absolute favourite. When someone else is relying on you, I can guarantee, your level of 
commitment just increased three-fold! On those cold mornings when you would rather be staying 
in bed but your girlfriend is meeting you at the gym at 6am, you’ll be less likely to switch the 
snooze button on and roll over and go back to sleep. A training buddy keeps you ACCOUNTABLE.  

So when looking for a training buddy, try to find someone that:

a/  you like    

b/  has a great attitude    

c/  has similar goals   

 d/  is reliable

There are simply no downfalls to having a training buddy!
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TREAT YOURSELF!TIP 6
At times this whole health and fitness thing can make you feel like you are missing out on a whole 
world that others are experiencing. But that doesn’t have to be the case. I have found over time 
that there are loads of ways I can treat myself that fit in with my goals and in fact sometimes can 
push me to another level.

EAT FOODS HEALTHY FOODS YOU LOVE
And I don’t mean EVERY DAY foods! It’s the stuff that you don’t usually have in the pantry or 
fridge. It may be an expensive item like prawns or sushi grade salmon or the rare exotic fruit that 
comes into the grocery store only every now and then. You may need to do some research here 
but even baking a macro friendly treat that you can have for dessert will make you feel less like 
you are missing out and more like you are loving life!
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BUY SOME NEW GYM GEAR
So you’ve lost a few kgs already and your old lycra is starting to look a little tired and saggy. I swear 
there is nothing better than putting on new pair of tights and a bright kick ass pair of runners and 
walking into the gym ready to take on the world. To add to that, some of the most fashionable 
gym labels gracing our stores at the moment are also laden with some really motivational quotes 
and slogans that simply cement the reasons you are doing this in the first place and can actually 
increase your self belief.  

GET A MASSAGE
This is something that even ‘I’ forget to do, but when I do, I realise how bigger role it plays in 
maintaining a supple and stress free body. When you start a new program, your body will be sore 
because it is more than likely not used to that level or type of pressure. You can become stiff and 
this in turn increases your chances of actually injuring yourself the next time you train. Regular 
massages will alleviate this. Use this as another reward for all of your hard work.

TAKE A BATH
This is kind of a bit like having a massage, except due to the fact it is FREE, it is something that you 
can replicate daily without having to worry about the dollars. Fill the bath up with some Epsom 
salts and your favourite oil, burn a candle and SHUT THE BATHROOM DOOR! This is your time to 
relax, even if it is for just 10 minutes.

GET AN EARLY NIGHT
I know this isn’t always an easy prospect, particularly if you have a family with commitments that 
have you up to ungodly hours at night. But do not underestimate the part adequate sleep plays 
in weight loss and healthy living. When we don’t get enough sleep, our stress hormone ‘cortisol’ 
rises. High cortisol levels actually inhibit our weight loss further. Create a ritual that will ensure 
your sleep is quality. Wind down, grab a herbal sleepy time tea and tell yourself that going to bed 
instead of folding that extra load of washing is going to help you function better tomorrow.

Self love and self-nurturing are integral parts of your health and fitness journey. Don’t forget that.
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KNOW YOU ARE WORTH IT!TIP 7
Sometimes the hardest part of committing to a program that involves the care of ‘us’ is believing 
that we are worth the time and the energy to actually do it.  

I’m here to tell you that each and every one of you absolutely IS! 

With no exception, you are all wonderful, kind and gorgeous human beings who deserve to feel 
good in their own skin. And this isn’t just about what you look like on the outside. It’s about how 
you feel about yourself on the inside.  

Don’t get me wrong; having a good self-image does not just come from looking hot in your new 
black dress. 

• A good self-image comes from watching yourself work hard to achieve things.

• A good self-image comes from your children smiling as you now can run with them in  the 
park
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• A good self-image comes from looking at your shopping trolley and being happy with   the 
choices you have made.

• A good self-image comes from the energy you now feel on a daily basis with a body that 
feels strong

• A good self-image comes from making hard choices and having the will power to   follow 
them through

• A good self-image comes from living a life that is now BALANCED AND IN CONTROL.

   

As women and more specifically Mothers, we create a firm belief in our head that everyone in 
our world must come before us. And I honestly get that. But what I have learnt from being at the 
other end of the spectrum is that unless we nurture ourselves on a regular basis, we cannot give 
our finest to the other’s we believe deserve it most.  

It’s time for you to be the role model for your children, family and friends.

Show them the power that a healthy and balanced eating and training program has on every part 
of their lives.  

Step up and take the challenge.

Prepare yourself to be pleasantly surprised with what a little less ‘self-sabotage’ and a little more 
‘self-love and commitment’ can actually do to keep propelling you further towards your goal.

For all coaching inquiries go to 
www.justinewhitchurch.com.au
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